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Abstract. We review the status of our understanding of nucleon structure based on the modelling of dif-
ferent kinds of parton distributions. We use the concept of generalized transverse momentum dependent
parton distributions and Wigner distributions, which combine the features of transverse-momentum de-
pendent parton distributions and generalized parton distributions. We revisit various quark models which
account for different aspects of these parton distributions. We then identify applications of these distribu-
tions to gain a simple interpretation of key properties of the quark and gluon dynamics in the nucleon.
PACS. 12.38.Aw General properties of QCD (dynamics, confinement, etc.) – 13.60.Hb Total and inclusive
cross sections (including deep-inelastic processes)
1 Introduction
The nucleon as a strongly interacting many-body system
of quarks and gluons offers such a rich phenomenology
that models are crucial tools to unravel the many facets of
its nonperturbative structure. Although models oversim-
plify the complexity of QCD dynamics and are constructed
to mimic certain selected aspects of the underlying theory,
they are almost unavoidable when studying the partonic
structure of the nucleon and often turned out to be crucial
to open the way to many theoretical advances.
Recently, a new type of distribution functions, known
as generalized transverse momentum dependent parton
distributions (GTMDs), has emerged as key quantities
to study the parton structure of the nucleon [1–3]. They
parametrize the unintegrated off-diagonal quark-quark cor-
relator, depending on the three-momentum k of the quark
and on the four-momentum ∆ which is transferred by
the probe to the hadron. They have a direct connection
with the Wigner distributions of the parton-hadron sys-
tem, which represent the quantum-mechanical analogues
of classical phase-space distributions. Wigner distributions
provide five-dimensional (two position and three momen-
tum coordinates) images of the nucleon as seen in the
infinite-momentum frame [4–6]. As such they contain the
full correlations between the quark transverse position and
three-momentum.
In specific limits or after specific integrations of GT-
MDs, one can build up a natural interpretation of mea-
sured observables known as generalized parton distribu-
tions (GPDs) and transverse momentum-dependent par-
ton distributions (TMDs). Further limits/integrations re-
duce them to collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs)
FF(∆)
GTMD(x,~k⊥,∆)
GPD(x,∆)TMD(x,~k⊥)
PDF(x)TMSD(~k⊥)
TMFF
Charge
∆ = 0
∫
dx
∫
d2k⊥
(~k⊥,∆)
Fig. 1. Representation of the projections of the GTMDs into
parton distributions and form factors.
and form factors (FFs) (see Fig 1 for a pictorial represen-
tation of the different links to GTMDs [7]).
The aim of this work is to review the most recent de-
velopments in modelling the GTMDs, Wigner distribu-
tions, GPDs and TMDs, discussing the complementary
and novel aspects encoded in these distributions. In sect. 2
we will focus on the GTMDs. As unifying formalism for
modelling such functions, we will adopt the language of
light-front wave functions (LFWFs), providing a represen-
tation of nucleon GTMDs which can be easily adopted in
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many model calculations. In sect. 3 we will discuss the
derivation of the Wigner distributions. Although these
phase-space distributions do not have a simple probabilis-
tic interpretation, they entail a rich physics and we will
discuss certain situations where a semiclassical interpre-
tation is still possible.
An important aspect that makes Wigner distribution par-
ticularly attractive is the possibility to calculate the ex-
pectation value of any single-particle physical observable
from its phase-space average with the Wigner distribution
as weighting factor. In particular, the quark orbital angu-
lar momentum (OAM) can be obtained from the Wig-
ner distribution for unpolarized quarks in the longitudi-
nally polarized nucleon [8, 9]. Recent developments [10]
have shown that, depending on the choice of the Wil-
son path which makes the GTMD correlator gauge in-
variant, one can recover different definitions of the OAM,
as discussed in sect. 4. In sect. 5 we focus the discussion
on TMDs, giving an overview of different quark model
calculations. In sect. 6 we present the GPDs, both in
momentum and impact-parameter space, providing intu-
itive interpretations to relate the transverse distortions in
impact-parameter space with the spin and orbital angu-
lar momentum structure of the nucleon. Although a direct
link between GPDs and TMDs does not exist, we discuss
in sect. 7 how one can relate, with a few simplifying as-
sumptions, the transverse shift in impact-parameter space
described by the GPDs to the asymmetry in momentum
space observed in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering
(DIS) and described by the TMDs. In sect. 8, we extend
the discussion to higher-twist PDFs. At variance with the
leading-twist distributions, they do not have a simple par-
tonic interpretation. Nevertheless, it is possible to provide
an intuitive explanation which allows one to connect the
quark-gluon correlations described by these functions with
the transverse force generating momentum asymmetry in
semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS). Our conclu-
sions and perspectives are drawn in the final section.
2 Generalized Transverse Momentum
Dependent Parton distributions
The GTMDs are defined through the quark-quark corre-
lator for a nucleon
W
[Γ ]
Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥, ∆,W)
=
∫
dz−d2z⊥
2(2pi)3
eik·z 〈p′, Λ′|ψ(− z2 )Γ Wψ( z2 )|p, Λ〉|z+=0,
(1)
which depends on the initial (final) hadron light-front he-
licity Λ (Λ′), the choice of the Wilson line W and the
following independent four-vectors:
– the average nucleon four-momentum P = 12 (p
′ + p);
– the average quark four-momentum k, with k+ = xP+;
– the four-momentum transfer ∆ = p′ − p.
Note that we consider the light-cone plus-momenta p+ and
p′+ to be large1. The object Γ in eq. (1) stands for any el-
ement of the basis {1, γ5, γµ, γµγ5, iσµνγ5} in Dirac space.
The Wilson contourW ≡ W(− z2 , z2 |ηn−) ensures the color
gauge invariance of the correlators, connecting the points
− z2 and z2 via the intermediate points − z2 + η∞n− and
z
2 + η∞n−, with the four-vector n− = 1√2 (1, 0, 0,−1) and
the parameter η = ± indicating whether the Wilson con-
tour is future-pointing or past-pointing.
Here we will discuss the formalism to calculate the
GTMDs in quark models, without taking into account ex-
plicit gauge-field degrees of freedom, and, in particular,
the contribution from the Wilson lines.
We assume that the nucleon is described as an ensem-
ble of non-interacting partons, which can be considered as
a generic prototype for parton-model approaches [11–16].
We will work in light-cone quantization in the A+ = 0
gauge, which is the most natural framework to evaluate
the correlator (1) at fixed light-cone time z+ = 0. The
Fourier expansion of the quark field reads
ψ(z−, z⊥) =
∫
dk+d2k⊥
2k+(2pi)3
Θ(k+)
×
∑
λ
{
bqλ(k˜)uλ(k˜) e
−ik·z + dq†λ (k˜)vλ(k˜) e
ik·z
}
|z+=0, (2)
where bq (dq†) is the annihilation (creation) operator of
the quark (antiquark) field and u(k˜, λ) (v(k˜, λ)) is the free
light-front Dirac spinor (antispinor). Furthermore, λ is the
light-front helicity of the partons and k˜ denotes the light-
front momentum variable k˜ = (k+,k⊥). Using (2), and
restricting ourselves to the quark contribution (and there-
fore to the region ξ < x < 1, with ξ = −∆+/(2P+)), the
operator in the correlator (1) reads∫
dz−d2z⊥
2(2pi)3
eik·z ψ(− z2 )Γψ( z2 )|z+=0
= 2
∫
dk+d2k⊥
2k+(2pi)3
Θ(k+)
∫
dk′+d2k′⊥
2k′+(2pi)3
Θ(k′+)
×δ(2xP+ − k′+ − k+)δ2(2k⊥ − k′⊥ − k⊥)
×
∑
λ,λ′
uλ′(k˜
′)Γuλ(k˜) b
q†
λ′ (k˜
′)bqλ(k˜). (3)
From eq. (3), one easily recognizes the expression for the
full one-quark density operator in momentum and light-
front helicity space.
The nucleon state in (1) can be expanded in the light-front
Fock-space in terms of free on mass-shell parton states,
with the essential QCD bound-state information encoded
in the LFWF, i.e.
|p, Λ〉 =
∑
n,β
∫
d[x]n [d
2k⊥]n ψΛnβ(r)|n, xip+, xip⊥ + k⊥i〉,
(4)
1 Light-front coordinates of a generic four-vector a =
[a+, a−,a⊥] are defined by a
+ = 1√
2
(a0+a3), a− = 1√
2
(a0−a3),
and a⊥ = (a1, a2).
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where the index β refers collectively to the quark light-
front helicities λi, and r to the momentum coordinates of
the quarks in the hadron frame. In eq. (4), the integration
measures are defined as
[dx]n ≡
[
n∏
i=1
dxi
]
δ
(
1−
n∑
i=1
xi
)
,
[d2k⊥]n ≡ 1
[2(2pi)3]n−1
n∏
i=1
d2ki⊥ δ(2)
(
n∑
i=1
ki⊥
)
.
(5)
By inserting (3) and (4) into the correlator (1), we obtain
for the quark contribution
W
[Γ ]
Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥, ∆) =
1√
1− ξ2
∑
n
∑
β′,β
∫
[dx]n [d
2k⊥]n
×δ¯(k˜)ψΛ′ ∗nβ′ (r′)ψΛnβ(r)M [Γ ]β
′β . (6)
In the above equation, the function δ¯(k˜) selects the active
quark average momentum
δ¯(k˜) ≡
n∑
i=1
Θ(x) δ(x − xi) δ(2)(k⊥ − ki⊥).
and
M [Γ ]β
′β =
∑
j
M [Γ ]λ
′
jλj
∏
i6=j
δλ′
i
λi , (7)
with
M [Γ ]λ
′λ ≡ u(k
′, λ′)Γu(k, λ)
2P+
√
1− ξ2
. (8)
At leading twist, there are only four Dirac structures Γtw-2
= {γ+, iσ1+γ5, iσ2+γ5, γ+γ5}, which correspond to the
four possible transitions of the light-front helicity of the
active quark from the initial to the final state
M [γ
+]λ′λ = δλ
′λ,
M [iσ
j+γ5]λ
′λ = (σj)
λ′λ, j = 1, 2
M [γ
+γ5]λ
′λ = (σ3)
λ′λ (9)
with σi the three Pauli matrices.
Taking into account also all the possible polarization states
for the nucleon target, one finds out the quark-quark corre-
lator (1) can be parametrized in terms of 16 independent
GTMDs, which are complex valued functions. Equation
(6) provides the model independent LFWF overlap rep-
resentation of the correlator, which can be easily adopted
in different quark models. Explicit calculations have been
performed in the light-front quark models and in the light-
front version of the chiral-quark soliton model (χQSM) [7],
that will be discussed in more details in sect. 5 along with
other quark model calculations.
3 Wigner Distributions
The concept of Wigner distributions in QCD for quarks
and gluons was first explored in refs. [4, 5]. Neglecting
relativistic effects, the authors used the standard three-
dimensional Fourier transform of the GTMDs in the Breit
frame and introduced six-dimensional Wigner distribu-
tions (three position and three momentum coordinates).
A more natural interpretation in the infinite-momentum
frame (IMF) has been reconsidered in ref. [6], introduc-
ing the definition of five-dimensional Wigner distributions
(two position and three momentum coordinates), which is
not spoiled by relativistic corrections.
Following ref. [6], we define the quarkWigner distributions
as
ρ
[Γ ]
Λ′,Λ(x,k⊥, b⊥,W)
≡
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
〈p+, ∆⊥2 , Λ′|Ŵ [Γ ](x,k⊥, b⊥,W)|p+,−∆⊥2 , Λ〉,
(10)
where the Wigner operator Ŵ [Γ ] at a fixed light-cone time
z+ = 0 reads
Ŵ [Γ ](x,k⊥, b⊥,W) ≡ 1
2
∫
dz− d2z⊥
(2pi)3
ei(xP
+z−−k⊥·z⊥)
×ψ(y − z2 )ΓW ψ(y + z2 )
∣∣
z+=0
(11)
with yµ = [0, 0, b⊥]. Note that b⊥ and k⊥ are not Fourier
conjugate variables, like in the usual quantum-mechanical
Wigner distributions. Rather, if ri⊥ (rf⊥) and ki⊥ (kf⊥)
are the transverse position and momentum coordinates
of the initial (final) quark operator ψ (ψ), one sees that
the average quark momentum k⊥ = (kf⊥ + ki⊥)/2 is
the Fourier conjugate variable of the quark displacement
z⊥ = ri⊥− rf⊥ and the momentum transfer to the quark
q⊥ = kf⊥ − ki⊥ is the Fourier conjugate variable of the
average quark position b⊥ = (rf⊥ + ri⊥)/2. Even though
b⊥ and k⊥ are not Fourier conjugate variables, they are
subjected to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, because
the corresponding quantum-mechanical operators do not
commute [bˆ⊥, kˆ⊥] 6= 0.
Thanks to the properties of the Galilean subgroup of trans-
verse boosts in the IMF [17, 18], we can form a localized
nucleon state in the transverse direction, in the sense that
its transverse center of momentum is at the position r⊥ :
|p+, r⊥〉 =
∫
d2p⊥
(2pi)2
e−ip⊥·r⊥ |p+,p⊥〉. (12)
The Wigner distributions in eq. (10) can then be written
in terms of these localized nucleon states as
ρ
[Γ ]
Λ′,Λ(x,k⊥, b⊥,W)
=
∫
d2D⊥ 〈p+,−D⊥2 , Λ′|Ŵ [Γ ](x,k⊥, b⊥,W)|p+, D⊥2 , Λ〉,
(13)
where D⊥ is the transverse displacement between the ini-
tial and final centers of momentum. From eqs. (10) and
(13), we also note that the nucleon state has vanishing av-
erage transverse position and average transverse momen-
tum. This allows us to interpret the variables b⊥ and k⊥
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Fig. 2. (Color online) The x-integratedWigner distributions of unpolarized quarks in an unpolarized proton in impact-parameter
space with fixed transverse momentum k⊥ = k⊥ eˆy and k⊥ = 0.3 GeV. The left (right) panel shows the results for u (d) quarks.
as the relative average transverse position and the relative
average transverse momentum of the quark, respectively.
Using a transverse translation in eq. (10), we obtain
the Wigner distributions as two-dimensional Fourier trans-
forms of the GTMDs correlator (1) for ∆+ = 0, i.e.
ρ
[Γ ]
Λ′,Λ(x,k⊥, b⊥,W)
=
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥·b⊥
×〈p+,−∆⊥2 , Λ′|Ŵ [Γ ](x,k⊥,0⊥,W)|p+, ∆⊥2 , Λ〉
=
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥·b⊥W [Γ ]Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥,∆⊥,W), (14)
Note that the Hermiticity property of the GTMD corre-
lator
[W
[Γ ]
Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥,∆⊥,W)]∗ =W [Γ ]Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥,−∆⊥,W)
(15)
implies that the Wigner distributions are real quantities,
in accordance with their interpretation as a phase-space
distributions. However, because of the uncertainty prin-
ciple which prevents knowing simultaneously the position
and momentum of a quantum-mechanical system, they
do not have a strict probabilistic interpretation. To over-
come this problem, recently it has been proposed to use
Husimi distributions [19], which have the advantage of be-
ing positive-definite, but do not have a direct link to mea-
surable quantities such as GPDs and TMDs.
Predictions for the quark Wigner distributions have
been obtained in phenomenological and perturbative mod-
els, such as a light-front constituent quark model (LFCQM)
[6], quark-target model [20, 21], and a light-front quark-
diquark model [22]. In all these models the role of the Wil-
son line has been neglected, and the calculation has been
performed taking the Fourier transform of the GTMDs ob-
tained in terms of overlap of LFWFs as outlined in sect. 2.
As an example, we will discuss the results in a LFCQM,
which allows one to sketch some general features about
the behavior of the quarks in the nucleon when observed in
the phase-space. In fig. 2 we show the x-integrated Wigner
distributions ρUU =
1
2
∑
Λ ρ
[γ+]
Λ,Λ for unpolarized quarks in
an unpolarized nucleon in impact-parameter space with
fixed transverse momentum k⊥ = k⊥eˆy with k⊥ = 0.3
GeV. The left (right) panel corresponds to the u (d) quark
contribution. These distributions show a nontrivial corre-
lation between the transverse position and momentum of
the quarks. They are are not axially symmetric, showing
that the configuration b⊥ ⊥ k⊥ is favored with respect to
the configuration b⊥ ‖ k⊥. This deformation can be ex-
plained as a consequence of confinement which limits the
radial motion of the quark with respect to its orbital mo-
tion. Furthermore, the distribution for u quarks is more
concentrated at the center of the proton, while the d-quark
distribution extends further at the periphery of the pro-
ton. The left-right symmetry of the distributions is a con-
sequence of a vanishing net orbital angular momentum,
indicating that the quarks have no preference on mov-
ing either clockwise or counterclockwise. The top-bottom
symmetry instead is not a general property of the ρUU
distribution, but it is due to the fact that we ignored the
contribution of the Wilson line representing the effect of
initial and final state interactions.
In the case of polarized quarks and/or gluons, one can
also observe nontrivial spin-orbit correlations in the phase-
space [6, 23]. Here we will focus on the Wigner distribu-
tion for unpolarized quarks in a longitudinally polarized
nucleon, ρ
[γ+]
+,+, which provides an intuitive and simple rep-
resentation of the quark OAM [6,8]. Such a relation resem-
bles the classical formula given by the phase-space average
of the OAM weighted by the density operator, and reads
Lz =
∫
dxd2k⊥ d2b⊥(b⊥ × k⊥)z ρ[γ
+]
+,+(x,k⊥, b⊥,W).
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Distributions in impact-parameter space of the mean transverse momentum of unpolarized quarks in
a longitudinally polarized nucleon. The nucleon polarization is pointing out of the plane, while the arrows show the size and
direction of the mean transverse momentum of the quarks. The left (right) panel shows the results for u (d) quarks.
(16)
Introducing the distribution of average quark transverse
momentum in phase-space
〈k⊥〉(b⊥) =
∫
dxd2k⊥ k⊥ ρ
[γ+]
+,+(x,k⊥, b⊥,W), (17)
we can also rewrite eq. (16) as
Lz =
∫
d2b⊥[b⊥ × 〈k⊥〉(b⊥)]z. (18)
In fig. 3 we show the results for the distribution of average
quark transverse momentum from a LFCQM. Since we are
neglecting the contribution of the Wilson line, we observe
that the mean transverse-momentum 〈k⊥〉 is always or-
thogonal to the impact-parameter vector b⊥. The orbital
motion of the u quark corresponds to an OAM in the pos-
itive zˆ direction, with decreasing magnitude towards the
periphery. For d quarks we observe two regions. In the
central region of the nucleon the d quarks tend to orbit
counterclockwise like the u quarks, while in the periph-
eral region they tend to orbit clockwise, leading to a very
small net OAM. Although this behavior is specific to the
assumed model, fig. 3 provides an instructive illustration
of the kind of information one can learn about the density
of the OAM in impact-parameter space.
4 Transverse Force/Torque on Quarks in DIS
So far we did not discuss the role of the Wilson-line gauge
link in the Wigner functions. This raises the question
about the path to be chosen for the gauge link, as the
choice of path matters when there are nonzero color-electric
and -magnetic fields. When one evaluates averages of k⊥,
such as eqs. (17) and (18), the only other term involving
k⊥ is the factor e−k⊥·z⊥ in eq. (11), i.e. one can replace
k⊥ first by a gradient i∇z⊥ and after integration by parts
by a gradient −i∇z⊥ acting on ψ¯(y− z2 )ΓWψ(y+ z2 ). This
results in the canonical momentum operator acting on the
quark fields plus the derivative acting on W . Finally due
to
∫
d2k⊥e−ik⊥·z⊥ = (2pi)2δ(2)(z⊥) the operator becomes
local in z⊥.
One natural choice for the path is a straight line re-
sulting in2
−i∇z⊥ ψ¯(y −
z
2
)γ+Wstraightψ(y + z
2
)
∣∣∣
z⊥=0
= ψ¯(y)γ+
[
−i ↔∇y⊥ +gA⊥(y)
]
ψ(y). (19)
For the OAM this results in
− iψ¯(y)γ+
[
y× ↔Dy⊥
]
z
ψ(y), (20)
where Dy⊥ ≡ ∇y⊥ + igA⊥(y), which is identical to the
quark OAM in the Ji decomposition [24]. However, for
the average transverse momentum one obtains a vanish-
ing result since the operator in eq. (19) is odd under PT.
Another, more intuitive argument is that the intrinsic av-
erage transverse momentum of quarks relative to that of
a nucleon must vanish since the quarks are bound and not
flying away.
Alternatively, one can include final state interactions
(FSIs) in eikonal approximation into the definition of Wig-
ner functions by including gauge links along the z− direc-
tion from the position of the quark field operator to ∞
- the trajectory of an ejected quark in a DIS experiment.
Physically this is equivalent to measuring physical observ-
ables such as 〈k⊥〉(b⊥) or Lz not at the original position
2 We stick to the notation of sect. 3, where yµ = [0, 0, b⊥].
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z−
z⊥
ψ¯
(
− z−
2
,y⊥ − z⊥2
)
(∞−,y⊥ − z⊥2 )
(∞−,y⊥ + z⊥2 )ψ(z
−
2
,y⊥ +
z⊥
2
)
Fig. 4. Illustration of the path for the Wilson line gauge link
connecting ψ¯(y− z
2
) and q(y+ z
2
) in the definition of the Wigner
function that includes FSIs.
inside the hadron but after it has been ejected in a DIS
experiment. In order to ensure gauge invariance one has
to close the connection between ψ and ψ¯ at∞ but the ex-
act shape of that segment does not matter since the field
strength tensor vanishes at ∞ (fig. 4).
In light-cone gauge A+ = 0 only the segment at z− =
∞ contributes and one finds for the operator that repre-
sents 〈k⊥〉
−i∇z⊥ ψ¯(y −
z
2
)γ+Wstapleψ(y + z
2
)
∣∣∣
z⊥=0
−→ ψ¯(y)γ+
[
−i ↔∇y⊥ +gA⊥(∞,y⊥)
]
ψ(y). (21)
In gauges other than A+ = 0 there is an additional con-
tribution from the light-like Wilson lines and one finds3
A⊥(∞,y⊥) → A⊥(∞,y⊥)−∇⊥
∫ ∞
y−
dr−A+(r−,y⊥)
= A⊥(y−,y⊥) +
∫ ∞
y−
dr−G+⊥(r−,y⊥), (22)
where G+⊥ are components of the gluon field strength
tensor, i.e.
√
2gG+x = g (Ex +By) ,√
2gG+y = g (Ey −Bx) . (23)
The operator representing 〈k⊥(b⊥)〉 with FSI included
then reads
ψ¯(y)γ+
[
−i ↔Dy⊥ +
∫ ∞
y−
dr−gG+⊥(r−,y⊥)
]
ψ(y). (24)
As observed above, the expectation value of ψ¯(y)γ+
↔
Dy⊥
ψ(y) vanishes when integrated over y⊥ = b⊥ since it is
PT odd. Therefore, only the second term contributes to
the average transverse momentum of the quarks, which is
thus given by the expectation value of the operator
ψ¯(y)γ+
[
−g
∫ ∞
y−
dr−G+⊥(r−,y⊥)
]
ψ(y) (25)
integrated over the transverse position. This result has a
very intuitive interpretation. For a particle moving with
3 For simplicity, only the result for abelian fields is shown
here. In the nonabelian case additional Wilson lines appear
[25].
the speed of light in the −zˆ direction r3 = −r0 and thus
dr− =
√
2dr0. Furthermore, from eq. (23), we note that
−
√
2gG+⊥ = g [E⊥ + (v ×B)⊥] (26)
represents the color Lorentz force acting on a particle that
moves with the velocity of light in the −zˆ direction. There-
fore, −g ∫∞
y−
dr−G+⊥(r−,y⊥) represents the color Lorentz
force integrated over time. This observation motivates the
semi-classical interpretation of the matrix element (25) as
the average transverse momentum of the ejected quark in a
DIS experiment as arising from the average color-Lorentz
force from the spectators as it leaves the target, which
is an example for Ehrenfest’s theorem applied to QCD.
This should not be entirely surprising since the light-like
Wilson line was introduced to include the FSIs.
Another application of eq. (24) is to the quark orbital
angular momentum (18). Using light-cone staples for the
gauge links in light-cone gauge gives rise to the canoni-
cal expression plus a term at z− = ∞. Such a term was
not included in [26]. In ref. [27], a ’zero mode’ term was
included that fixed any issues with residual gauge invari-
ance and contributions from A⊥(z− = ±∞,y⊥). It turns
out that for antisymmetric boundary conditions the term
at z− = ∞ does not matter for the definition of OAM
and thus in this case the definition of quark OAM us-
ing light-cone staples is equivalent to the Jaffe-Manohar-
definition [26]. For simplicity, we will here assume that
such boundary conditions have been imposed in which
case the OAM with light-cone staple gauge links is equiv-
alent to the Jaffe-Manohar definition.
With this in mind, the difference between the operators
entering the Ji vs. Jaffe-Manohar OAM reads
ψ¯(y)γ+
∫ ∞
y−
dr−√
2
T z(r−,y⊥)ψ(y), (27)
where
T z(r−, r⊥) = −
√
2g
(
xG+y(r−, r⊥)− yG+x(r−, r⊥)
)
(28)
represents the zˆ component of the torque that acts on
a particle moving with (nearly) the velocity of light in
the −zˆ direction [10]. Therefore, Ji’s OAM represents the
local and manifestly gauge invariant OAM of the quark
before it has been struck by the virtual photon in a DIS
experiment, while the Jaffe-Manohar OAM is the gauge
invariant OAM after it has left the nucleon and moved to
r− = ∞. In other words, their difference represents the
change in OAM as the quark leaves the target. While it
had been demonstrated earlier that the difference between
Jaffe-Manohar’s and Ji’s OAM is nonzero [28], the physical
interpretation of their difference was only explained later
[10].
In order to estimate the effect from the final state in-
teractions on the quark OAM we first consider the effect
on a positron moving through the magnetic dipole field of
an electron, which is polarized in the +zˆ direction. This
should be the most simple analog to a proton polarized in
the +zˆ direction because more quarks are polarized in the
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Illustration of the torque acting on a
positron moving in the −zˆ direction through a magnetic dipole
field caused by the magnetic moment of an electron polarized
in the +zˆ direction. a.) side view; b.) top view. In this example
the zˆ component of the torque is negative as the positron leaves
the bound state.
same direction as the nucleon spin and the color-electric
force between the active quark and the spectators is at-
tractive. As illustrated in fig. 5, the torque along the tra-
jectory should on average be negative. This would suggest
that the Jaffe-Manohar OAM is less than the Ji OAM.
Preliminary lattice QCD calculations are consistent with
this simple picture [29].
5 Transverse-momentum dependent Parton
Distributions
The forward limit ∆ = 0 of the correlator (1) is given by
the following quark-quark correlator, denoted as Φ [30,31]
Φ
[Γ ]
Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥,W) =W [Γ ]Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥, 0,W)
=
∫
dz− d2z⊥
2(2pi)3
eixP
+z−−ik⊥·z⊥
×〈p, Λ′|ψ(− z2 )Γ W ψ( z2 )|p, Λ〉
∣∣∣
z+=0
. (29)
It is convenient to represent the correlator (29) in the
four-component basis by the tensor Φµν [32]. This tensor
is related to helicity amplitudes as follows
Φµν =
1
2
∑
Λ′Λλ′λ
(σ¯µ)ΛΛ
′
(σ¯ν)λ
′λ ΦΛ′λ′,Λλ,
ΦΛ′λ′,Λλ =
1
2
Φµν(σµ)Λ′Λ(σν)λλ′ , (30)
where σ¯ν = (1,σ) and σν = (1,−σ). The tensor correla-
tor is then given by the following combinations of TMDs
Φµν =

f1
ky
M h
⊥
1 −kxM h⊥1 0
ky
M f
⊥
1T h1 +
k2x−k2y
2M2 h
⊥
1T
kxky
M2 h
⊥
1T
kx
M g1T
−kxM f⊥1T kxkyM2 h⊥1T h1 −
k2x−k2y
2M2 h
⊥
1T
ky
M g1T
0 kxM h
⊥
1L
ky
M h
⊥
1L g1L
 ,
(31)
where we introduced the notations h±1T = h1 ± k
2
⊥
2M2 h
⊥
1T
and kˆi = ki/k⊥ with k⊥ = |k⊥|. Out of the eight TMDs in
(31), the so-called Boer-Mulders function h⊥1 [33] and the
Sivers function f⊥1T [34] are T-odd, i.e. they change sign
under naive time reversal, which is defined as usual time-
reversal but without interchange of initial and final states,
while the other six are T-even. The different components
of the tensor correlator (31) correspond to quark momen-
tum density for different light-front polarization states of
the quarks and the target. The component Φ00 gives the
density of unpolarized quarks in the unpolarized target.
The components Φ0j give the net density of quarks with
light-front polarization in the direction ej in the unpolar-
ized target, while the components Φi0 give the net density
of unpolarized quarks in the target with light-front po-
larization in the direction ei. Finally, the components Φ
ij
give the net density of quarks with light-front polarization
in the direction ej in the target with light-front polariza-
tion in the direction ei. The density of quarks with definite
light-front polarization in the direction s inside the target
with definite light-front polarization in the direction S is
then given by Φ(x,k⊥,S, s) = 12 S¯µΦ
µν s¯ν , where we have
introduced the four-component vectors S¯µ = (1,S) and
s¯ν = (1, s).
TMDs are functions of x and k2⊥. The multipole pattern
in k⊥ is clearly visible in eq. (31). The TMDs f1, g1L
and h1 give the strength of monopole contributions and
correspond to matrix elements without a net change of
helicity between the initial and final states. The TMDs
f⊥1T , g1T , h
⊥
1 , and h
⊥
1L give the strength of dipole contri-
butions and correspond to matrix elements involving one
unit of helicity flip, either on the nucleon side (f⊥1T and
g1T ) or on the quark side (h
⊥
1 and h
⊥
1L). Finally, the TMD
h⊥1T gives the strength of the quadrupole contribution and
corresponds to matrix elements where both the nucleon
and quark helicities flip, but in opposite directions. Con-
servation of total angular momentum tells us that helicity
flip is compensated by a change of orbital angular momen-
tum [35] which manifests itself by powers of k⊥/M .
TMDs were studied in various low-energy QCD-inspired
models. From the point of view of modelling, one should
distinguish between T-even and T-odd TMDs. The former
can be studied in models with only quark degrees of free-
dom, while T-odd TMDs require explicit gauge degrees of
freedom.
Models for T-even TMDs can be grouped in the follow-
ing categories: (a) light-front quark models [35–39]; (b)
spectator models [40–45]; (c) chiral quark soliton mod-
els [7,46,47]; (d) bag models [48,49]; (e) covariant parton
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models [13, 50]; (f) quark-target model [51–54]. All these
models, with the exception of the covariant parton model
and the applications with phenomenological LFWFs of
ref. [39], provide predictions at some low scale, below 1
GeV, that is effectively assumed to be the threshold be-
tween the nonperturbative and perturbative regimes. In
order to compare with experimental data, the predictions
should be evolved to a higher scale. Only approximate
evolution schemes have been employed for phenomenolog-
ical studies so far [36], while the application of the correct
TMD evolution equations [55,56] has not been carried out
yet.
(a) Light-front models are built by expanding the nucleon
state in the basis of free parton (Fock) states. The ex-
pansion is truncated to the minimal Fock-state, corre-
sponding to three valence quarks in LFCQM [35, 36] or
a valence quark and spectator diquark in the light-front
quark-diquark model [37–39]. The probability amplitude
to find these parton configurations in the nucleon is given
by LFWF (see eq. 4). The LFWF overlap representation
of the TMD correlator can be easily obtained from the
forward limit of eq. (6), i.e.
Φ
[Γ ]
Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥) =
∑
λ,λ′
uλ′(k˜)Γuλ(k˜)
2k+
PqΛ′λ′,Λλ(k˜), (32)
where
PqΛ′λ′,Λλ(k˜) =
∑
n
∑
β,β′
∫
[dx]n [d
2k⊥]nδ¯(k˜)ψΛ
′ ∗
nβ′ (r)ψ
Λ
nβ(r),
(33)
with ri = (xi,k⊥i) and the sum over the n-parton states
being truncated to n = 3 in the LFCQM and to n = 2 in
the quark-diquark model. PqΛ′λ′,Λλ corresponds to the di-
agonal components of the quark-momentum density oper-
ator, evaluated in the target for different quark light-front
helicity states, making evident the interpretation of the
TMDs as probability densities in the quark-momentum
space. Furthermore, the LFWFs are eigenstates of the to-
tal OAM in the light-cone gauge, and therefore allow one
to map in a transparent way the multipole pattern in k⊥
associated with each TMD.
In a recent work [57], the application of the LFCQM has
been extended also to higher-twist TMDs.
(b) The basic idea of spectator models is to evaluate
the TMD correlator (29) by inserting a complete set of in-
termediate states and then truncating this set at tree level
to a single on-shell spectator diquark state, i.e. a state with
the quantum numbers of two quarks. The spectator can
have the quantum numbers of a scalar (spin 0) isoscalar
or axial-vector (spin 1) isovector diquark, and represents
an effective particle which combines non-perturbative ef-
fects related to the sea and gluon content of the nucleon.
Spectator models differ by their specific choice of target-
quark-diquark vertices, polarization four-vectors associ-
ated with the axial-vector diquark, and vertex form fac-
tors. The calculation of TMDs within the quark-diquark
spectator model can be conveniently recast also in the lan-
guage of two-body LFWFs [58], using the formalism out-
lined above. A drawback of the model is that momentum
and quark-number sum rules cannot be satisfied simulta-
neously, unless one considers the diquark as composed of
two quarks [59]. Another approach free of these difficulties
consists of describing scalar and axial-vector diquark cor-
relations by a relativistic Faddeev equation in the Nambu
Jona-Lasinio model [60].
(c) In the χQSM quarks are not free but bound by a rel-
ativistic chiral mean field (semi-classical approximation).
This chiral mean field creates a discrete level in the one-
quark spectrum and distorts at the same time the Dirac
sea. The nucleon is obtained by occupying the bound state
withNc quarks and by filling the negative-continuumDirac
sea. This leads to a two-component structure of nucleon
TMDs with distinct contributions from the valence bound
state level and from the Dirac sea. Notice that the terms
valence and sea have a dynamical meaning in the context
of this model, which is not equivalent to the usual mean-
ing of valence distributions as the difference q − q¯ and
of sea as q¯. The χQSM has been applied to describe un-
polarized [46, 47] and helicity [47] TMDs. It predicts sig-
nificantly broader k⊥-distributions for sea-quark TMDs
than for valence quarks, due to non-perturbative short-
range correlations caused by chiral symmetry breaking ef-
fects [47]. A light-front version of the χQSM, restricted to
the three-quark light-front Fock state, has been also em-
ployed to predict all T-even leading-twist TMDs [7] and
unpolarized twist-3 TMDs [57].
(d) The MIT bag model was originally constructed to
build the properties of confinement and asymptotic free-
dom into a simple phenomenological model. In its sim-
plest version, relativistic non-interacting quarks are con-
fined inside a spherical cavity, with the boundary condi-
tion that the quark vector current vanish on the bound-
ary. The assumption of non-interacting quarks is justified
by appealing to the idea of asymptotic freedom, whereas
the hard boundary condition mimics the binding effects
of the gluon fields. All leading and sub-leading T-even
TMDs have been studied in this model [49]. The calcu-
lation is usually performed using canonical quantization
and expressing the quark field in terms of the bound-state
wave-function obtained from the solution the Dirac equa-
tion in the confining potential. Alternatively, one could
use the formalism of LFWFs in eq. (32), by relating the
instant-form wave-function to the LFWF as outlined in
ref. [32].
(e) The covariant parton model describes the target
system as a gas of quasi free partons, i.e. the partons
are bound inside the target and behave as free on-mass
shell particle at the interaction with the external probe.
The partons are described by two covariant 3D momen-
tum distributions (one for unpolarized quarks and one for
polarized quarks), which are spherically symmetric in the
nucleon rest frame. This symmetry ultimately connects
the distributions of transverse and longitudinal momenta.
As a consequence, it is possible predict the x-and k⊥-
dependence of TMDs from the x−dependence of known
PDFs. The model yields results which refer to a large
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scale. Other parton model approaches in the context of
TMDs were discussed in [14, 15].
(f) In quark-target models the nucleon target is re-
placed by a dressed quark, consisting of bare states of a
quark and a quark plus a gluon. These models are strictly
speaking not nucleon models, but are based on a QCD
perturbative description of the quark, including gauge-
field degrees of freedom, and therefore provide baseline
calculations.
In QCD, the eight TMDs are in principle independent.
However, in a large class of quark models there appear
relations among different TMDs. At twist-two level, there
are three flavor-independent relations, two are linear and
one is quadratic in the TMDs
g1L − h1 + k
2
⊥
2M2
h⊥1T = 0, (34)
g1T − h1 + h⊥1L = 0, (35)
(g1T )
2 + 2h1h
⊥
1T = 0. (36)
Other expressions can be found in the literature, but are
just combinations of the relations (34)-(36). A further
flavor-dependent relation involves both polarized and un-
polarized TMDs
Dqf q1 + gq1L = 2hq1, (37)
where, for a proton target, the flavor factors with q = u, d
are given by Du = 2/3 and Dd = −1/3. These relations
were observed in the bag model [48, 49], in a LFCQM
[35], some quark-diquark models [37, 38, 40], the covari-
ant parton model [13, 50] and in the light-front version of
the χQSM [7]. Note however that there also exist mod-
els where the relations are not satisfied, like in some ver-
sions of the spectator model [44] and the quark-target
model [51].
The model relations (34)-(37) are not expected to hold
identically in QCD. They can not be obtained at the level
of the operators entering the definition of the TMDs in
the correlator (29), but follow after the calculation of the
matrix elements in (29) within a certain model for the
nucleon state. Furthermore, the TMDs in these relations
follow different evolution patterns: even if the relations
are satisfied at some (low) scale, they would not hold any-
more for other (higher) scales. Nevertheless, these rela-
tions could still be valid approximations at the threshold
between the nonperturbative and perturbative regimes.
As such, they could be useful conditions to guide TMD
parametrizations, providing simplified and intuitive no-
tions for the interpretation of the data. Note also that
some preliminary calculations in lattice QCD give indica-
tions that the relation (35) may indeed be approximately
satisfied [61, 62]. As discussed in ref. [32], it is possible to
trace back the origin of the relations (34)-(37) to some
common simplifying assumptions in the models. It turns
out that the flavor independent relations (34)-(36) have
essentially a geometrical origin, as was already suspected
in the context of the bag model almost a decade ago [63].
Indeed the conditions for their validity are: 1) the probed
quark behaves as if it does not interact directly with the
other partons (i.e. one works within the standard impulse
approximation) and there are no explicit gluons; 2) the
quark light-front and canonical polarizations are related
by a rotation with axis orthogonal to both light-cone and
k⊥ directions; 3) the target has spherical symmetry in
the canonical-spin basis. The spherical symmetry is a suf-
ficient but not necessary condition for the validity of the
individual flavor-independent relations [32]. As a matter
of fact, a subset of relations can be derived using less re-
strictive conditions, like axial symmetry about a specific
direction. For the flavor-dependent relation (37), we need
a further condition for the spin-flavor dependent part of
the nucleon wave function, i.e. 4) SU(6) spin-flavor sym-
metry of the nucleon state.
As far as the T-odd TMDs is concerned, their unique
feature is the final/initial state interaction effects, which
emerge from the gauge-link structure of the parton cor-
relation functions (29). Without these effects, the T-odd
parton distributions would vanish. The first calculation
which explicitly predicted a non-zero Sivers function within
a scalar-diquark model [64] was followed by studies of
T-odd TMDs in spectator models [42–44, 53, 65–67], bag
models [68–70], non-relativistic models [71] and a LFCQM
[72, 73]. In all these model calculation, the initial/final
state interactions are calculated by taking into account
only the leading contribution due to the one-gluon ex-
change mechanism. In this way, the final expressions for
T-odd functions are proportional to the strong coupling
constant, which depends on the intrinsic hadronic scale of
the model. A complementary approach is to incorporate
the rescattering effects in augmented LFWFs [74], con-
taining an imaginary (process-dependent) phase. Further
studies going beyond the one-gluon exchange approxima-
tion made used of a model-dependent relation between
TMDs and GPDs. In this approach, the T-odd TMDs are
described via factorization of the effects of FSIs, incorpo-
rated in a so-called ”chromodynamics lensing function”,
and a spatial distortion of impact parameter space par-
ton distributions [75, 76], as discussed in sect. 7. The in-
teresting new aspect in the work of refs. [43, 77] is the
calculation of the lensing function using non-perturbative
eikonal methods, which take into account higher-order glu-
onic contributions from the gauge link.
6 Generalized Parton Distributions
When integrating the correlator (1) over k⊥, one obtains
the following quark-quark correlator, denoted as F [24,
78–82]
F
[Γ ]
Λ′Λ(P, x,∆,Wstraight) =
∫
d2k⊥W
[Γ ]
Λ′Λ(P, x,k⊥, ∆,W)
=
∫
dz−
4pi
eixP
+z−〈p′, Λ′|ψ(− z2 )ΓWψ( z2 )|p, Λ〉
∣∣∣
z+=z⊥=0
.
(38)
Note that after integration over k⊥, we are left with a
Wilson line connecting directly the points − z2 and z2 by a
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straight line. The correlator F is parametrized by GPDs
at leading twist in the following way
Fµν =

H i∆y2M ET −i∆x2M ET 0
i
∆y
2M E HT +
∆2x−∆2y
2M2 H˜T
∆x∆y
M2 H˜T ∆x2M E˜
−i∆x2M E
∆x∆y
M2 H˜T HT −
∆2x−∆2y
2M2 H˜T
∆y
2M E˜
0 ∆x2M E˜T
∆y
2M E˜T H˜
 ,
(39)
where we used the following combinations of GPDs
H =
√
1− ξ2
(
H − ξ
2
1− ξ2 E
)
,
E = E√
1− ξ2 ,
H˜ =
√
1− ξ2
(
H˜ − ξ
2
1− ξ2 E˜
)
,
E˜ = ξ E˜√
1− ξ2 ,
HT =
√
1− ξ2
[
HT − ξ
2
1− ξ2 ET +
∆2
⊥
4M2 H˜T + ξ E˜T
1− ξ2
]
,
ET = 2H˜T + ET − ξ E˜T√
1− ξ2 ,
H˜T = − H˜T
2
√
1− ξ2
,
E˜T = E˜T − ξ ET√
1− ξ2 . (40)
The different entries of (39) corresponds to different polar-
ization states of the quark and the nucleon, as explained
in sect. 5. Comparing eq. (39) with eq. (31), we notice that
the same multipole pattern appears, where the role of k⊥
in eq. (31) is played by ∆⊥ in eq. (39).
Although direct links between GPDs and TMDs can
not exist [1,51], this correspondence leads to expect corre-
lations between signs or similar orders of magnitude from
dynamical origin [76, 83], as we will discuss in sect. 7.
The GPDs are function of x, ξ, and t = −∆2. They have
support in the interval x ∈ [−1, 1], which falls into three
regions with different partonic interpretation. Assuming
ξ > 0, one has the so-called DGLAP regions with ξ < x <
1 and −1 < x < −ξ, where the GPDs describe the emis-
sion and reabsorption of a quark and an antiquark pair,
respectively, and the ERBL region with |x| < ξ, where
the GPDs give the amplitude for taking out a quark and
antiquark from the initial nucleon. The LFWF overlap
representation of the GPDs in the DGLAP region for the
quark contribution at x > ξ can be obtained by integrat-
ing eq. (6) over k⊥, and can be analogously derived in
the other two regions [84, 85]. The LFWF representation
makes explicit that a GPD no longer represents a squared
amplitude (and thus a probability), but rather the inter-
ference between amplitudes describing different quantum
fluctuations of a nucleon.
To model GPDs, different approaches are used (for re-
views, see [86–91] and reference therein). One is based
on ansa¨tze to parametrize GPDs to be applied in phe-
nomenological analyses. Here, the most popular choice is
to parametrize the hadronic matrix elements which define
GPDs in terms of double distributions [92, 93].
Another promising tool in the description of DVCS data
makes use of dispersive techniques, which allow one to put
additional constraints on GPD parametrizations by relat-
ing different observables [94–99]. Other phenomenological
applications are based on the relation of GPDs to usual
parton densities and form factors [100–102].
A different approach consists in a direct calculation of
GPDs using effective quark models. After the first calcu-
lation within the MIT bag model [103], GPDs were cal-
culated in the χQSM [104–110], using covariant Bethe-
Salpeter approaches [111–118], in the quark-target model
[51, 119, 120], in nonrelativistic quark models [121–123],
in light-front quark models [7, 124–128], in meson-cloud
models [129,130], and from LFWFs inspired by AdS/QCD
[131–133]. Although these models single out only a few fea-
tures of the QCD dynamics in hadrons, they may provide
some guidance on the functional dependence of GPDs,
particularly if a model is constrained to reproduce electro-
magnetic form factors and ordinary parton distributions.
A more phenomenological approach is to parameterize the
LFWFs, and fit the parameters to various nucleon observ-
ables. In this context, the recent work [39] provides an
useful start up for phenomenology with LFWFs, using ef-
fective two-body LFWFs within a diquark picture which
are consistent with Lorentz symmetry requirements and
can be used to calculate and correlate different hadronic
observables.
As GTMDs and Wigner distributions are connected by
Fourier transform at ξ = 0, one also finds a direct connec-
tion between GPDs at ξ = 0 and parton distributions in
impact-parameter space. The multipole structure in b⊥ is
the same as in eq. (39), with the only difference that there
are no polarization effects in the impact-parameter dis-
tributions for longitudinally polarized quarks in a trans-
versely polarized proton and vice versa, since they are for-
bidden by time reversal [134]. At ξ = 0, one can also re-
cover a probabilistic interpretation for the impact-parame-
ter space distributions. For example, the distribution of
unpolarized quarks in an unpolarized or longitudinally po-
larized hadron reads [135]
q(x,b⊥) =
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥·b⊥H(x, 0,−∆2⊥), (41)
which corresponds to a cylindrically symmetric distribu-
tion. For a transversely polarized target the transverse
polarization singles out a direction and quark distribution
no longer need to be axially symmetric (see fig. 6). The
details of the transverse deformation are described by the
helicity flip GPDE (target polarized in +xˆ direction) [136]
qX(x,b⊥) =
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥·b⊥H(x, 0,−∆2⊥)
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bx
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uX(x,b⊥) dX(x,b⊥)
Fig. 6. qX distribution of u and d quarks in the ⊥ plane at
fixed x = 0.3 for a proton polarized in the xˆ direction, in the
model from ref. [136]. For other values of x the deformation
looks similar. The signs of the deformation are determined by
the signs of the contribution from each quark flavor to the
proton anomalous magnetic moment.
− 1
2M
∂
∂by
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥·b⊥E(x, 0,−∆2⊥).
(42)
While details of the GPD E are not known, its x-integral
is equal to the Pauli form factor F2, which allows one to
constrain the average deformation model-independently to
the contribution from each quark flavor κq to the nucleon
anomalous magnetic moment κp = 23κu/p − 13κd/p as∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d2b⊥by qX(x,b⊥) =
κq
2M
. (43)
A similar deformation is observed for quarks with a given
transversity in an unpolarized target and described by a
combination of chirally odd GPDs E¯T ≡ ET +2H¯T [134].
In sect. 7 we will discuss the relevance of these deforma-
tions for naive T-odd TMDs.
Even before 3D imaging was introduced, there was
great interest in GPDs due to their connection with the
form factors of the energy-momentum tensor and thus
to the angular momentum (spin plus orbital) carried by
quarks of flavor q as described by the famous Ji rela-
tion [24]
Jq =
1
2
∫ 1
0
dxx [Hq(x, ξ, 0) + Eq(x, ξ, 0)] , (44)
where the ξ-dependence on the r.h.s. disappears upon x-
integration.
To provide an intuitive derivation for this important
result, we first note that for a wave packet ψ describing a
nucleon polarized in the +xˆ direction that is at rest one
can use rotational symmetry to eliminate one of the two
terms in the angular momentum
Jxq =
∫
d3r〈ψ|yT 0zq (r)− zT 0yq (r)|ψ〉 (45)
= 2
∫
d3r〈ψ|yT 0zq (r)|ψ〉,
as the two terms on the r.h.s. are up to a sign the same
due to rotational invariance about the xˆ axis. Here T µνq is
the Belifante energy-momentum tensor. This step is im-
portant since GPDs embody information about the distri-
bution of longitudinal momentum in the transverse plane
but not vice versa. Second we note that we can replace
T 0zq →
1
2
[
T 00q + T
0z
q + T
z0
q + T
zz
q
]
= T++q (46)
in the above integral since the 2nd and 3rd term from eq.
(46) are equal by symmetry of T µν and the 1st and 4th
integrate to zero, as both change sign upon rotations by
180o around the xˆ-axis due to the presence of the factor
y in the integrand, and thus
Jxq =
∫
d3r〈ψ|yT++q (r)|ψ〉. (47)
This result suggests that one can relate the transverse
deformation of the impact-parameter dependent parton
distributions (42) to Jxq . However, this provides only half
the answer (the term involving the GPD Eq) as
qX(b⊥) ≡ P+2
∫
dxxqX(x,b⊥) = 〈T++(0,b⊥)〉X (48)
represents the quark distribution in impact-parameter space
for a transversely localized nucleon - not a nucleon at rest.
However, since impact-parameter densities are diagonal
in the transverse position of the nucleon, the distribution
of quarks in a delocalized wave packet can be obtained
through a convolution of the distribution of the nucleon
in the wave packet with the distribution of quarks relative
to the center of momentum of the nucleon. Naively, one
may expect that this does not have an effect for a large
wave packet of size R as the momenta in a large wave
packet are all of O(R). However, for the angular momen-
tum the momentum gets multiplied by a factor y which in
the wave packet is O(R) and the product is finite in the
R → ∞ limit. Indeed, explicit calculations with various
wave packets centered at the origin confirm that a large
wave packet for a Dirac wave function has its transverse
center of momentum not at the origin but shifted sideways
by half a Compton wavelength! The effect comes from the
lower component of the Dirac wavefunction which has an
orbital angular momentum that is positively correlated to
the overall angular momentum of the state and hence the
momentum density T 0z is positive for positive y and neg-
ative for negative y. It is this overall shift which gives rise
to the contribution involving the momentum fraction car-
ried by the quarks in Ji’s formula. With hindsight, it has
to be that way because for the Ji relation for a point-like
Dirac particle to be satisfied the only contribution can
come from H(x, 0, 0) = δ(x− 1). Summing up the contri-
bution from the shift of the center of momentum of the
quarks relative to the center of momentum of the nucleon
and the overall shift of the center of momentum of the
nucleon one thus arrives at eq. (44) [137].
A very similar effect plays a crucial role for correlations
between the quark distribution in impact-parameter space
and quark transversity in a spin-0 or unpolarized tar-
get [134, 137, 138]. As explained above, the Dirac wave
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Fig. 7. Quark state with angular momentum out of the plane
resulting in counterclockwise quark currents. The oncoming
virtual photon ’sees’ an enhancement of the quark distribution
above the center of the nucleon.
function of a quark moving in a spherically symmetric
potential (such as in the bag model), with total angular
momentum in the +xˆ direction, has its center of momen-
tum shifted in the +yˆ direction. For an unpolarized tar-
get, quarks can be polarized in any directions but by ro-
tational invariance there should be a correlation between
total angular momentum and shift of the center of momen-
tum. More specifically the correlation is such that there
is an enhancement of the quark distribution on the side
of the nucleon where quark currents move towards the
virtual photon and a corresponding suppression on the
opposite side: An incoming virtual photon hitting such a
quark state with polarization up, quark currents to the
left of the center of the bag move towards the virtual pho-
ton while those on the right move away from it. Since
the relevant quark density in the Bjorken limit involves
a γ+ = 1√
2
(
γ0 + γ3
)
matrix structure, this implies that
the virtual photon in this case ’sees’ an enhancement of
quarks with spin up on the left and a suppression on the
right side of the bag. Similarly, the virtual photon sees
an enhancement of quarks with spin to the right above
the center of the bag and with spin to the left below the
center resulting in a circular polarization distribution as
illustrated in fig. 7. It turns out that such a pattern is not
just a peculiarity of the bag model but can be found in
other quark models that include relativistic effects as the
effect arises from the spin-orbit correlation in the lower
component of a relativistic ground state wave function,
where the upper component is an s-wave. The same corre-
lation pattern is also found in spectator models and thus
appears to be some universal feature for valence quarks
in ground state hadrons [138]. The overarching principle
that explains the transverse shift of transversely polar-
ized quarks is angular momentum and the Ji relation:
for example for a transversely polarized point-like spin
1
2 particle at rest, described by a spherically symmetric
wave packet, the center of (light-cone) momentum must
be shifted by 12 a Compton wavelength for the Ji rela-
tion to be satisfied [137, 138]. The direction of the shift
is sideways relative to its spin. Lattice QCD calculations
of distributions for transversely polarized quarks in unpo-
larized target confirmed the universality of such a pattern
by studying quark spin distributions in nucleons as well
as pions [139] (see fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Lattice results [143] of impact-parameter
densities of unpolarized quarks in a transversely polarized nu-
cleon (left) and transversely polarized quarks in an unpolarized
nucleon (right) for up (upper panels) and down (lower panels)
quarks. The quark spins (inner arrow) and nucleon spins (outer
arrow) are oriented in the transverse plane as indicated.
7 Chromodynamic Lensing
As we illustrated in the previous section, in a target that
is polarized transversely (e.g. vertically), the quarks in the
target can exhibit a significant (left/right) asymmetry of
the distribution qX(x,b⊥). In combination with the FSIs,
this provides a qualitative model for transverse single spin
asymmetries, such as the Sivers or Boer-Mulders effects.
For example, in semi-inclusive DIS, when the virtual
photon strikes a u quark in a ⊥ polarized proton, the u
quark distribution is enhanced on the left side of the tar-
get (for a proton with spin pointing up when viewed from
the virtual photon perspective).
Although in general the final state interaction is very com-
plicated, we expect it to be on average attractive thus
translating a position space distortion to the left into a
momentum space enhancement to the right and vice versa
(fig. 9) [75, 140]. Since this picture is very intuitive, a few
words of caution are in order. First of all, such a reason-
ing is strictly valid only in mean field models for the FSIs
as well as in simple spectator models [42–44,83, 141, 142].
Furthermore, even in such mean field or spectator models
there is in general no one-to-one correspondence between
quark distributions in impact-parameter space and unin-
tegrated parton densities (e.g. Sivers function) (for a re-
cent overview, see ref. [51]). While both are connected by
an overarching Wigner distribution, they are not Fourier
transforms of each other. Nevertheless, since the primor-
dial momentum distribution of the quarks (without FSIs)
must be symmetric, we find a qualitative connection be-
tween the primordial position space asymmetry and the
momentum space asymmetry due to the FSIs. Another
issue concerns the x-dependence of the Sivers function.
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~pγ d
u
π+
Fig. 9. The transverse distortion of the parton cloud for a
proton that is polarized into the plane, in combination with
attractive FSIs, gives rise to a Sivers effect for u (d) quarks
with a ⊥ momentum that is on the average up (down).
The x-dependence of the position space asymmetry is de-
scribed by the GPD E(x, 0,−∆2⊥). Therefore, within the
above mechanism, the x dependence of the Sivers function
should be related to that of E(x, 0,−∆2⊥). However, the x
dependence of E is not known yet and we only know the
Pauli form factor F2 =
∫
dxE. Nevertheless, if one makes
the additional assumption that E does not fluctuate as a
function of x then the contribution from each quark fla-
vor q to the anomalous magnetic moment κ determines
the sign of Eq(x, 0, 0) and hence of the Sivers function.
With these assumptions, as well as the very plausible as-
sumption that the FSI is on average attractive, one finds
that f⊥u1T < 0, while f
⊥d
1T > 0. Both signs have been con-
firmed by a flavor analysis based on pions produced in a
semi-inclusive DIS experiment on a proton target by the
Hermes collaboration [144] and are consistent with a van-
ishing isoscalar Sivers function observed byCompass [145]
as well as more recent Compass proton data [146].
A similar mechanism can be invoked to explain the Boer
Mulders effect, where the transverse spin of the nucleon
is replaced by the transverse spin of the struck quark. As
discussed in sect. 6, for transversely polarized quarks in an
unpolarized nucleon we observe a distortion sideways rel-
ative to the (transverse) quark spin. Combining the above
pattern for the shift in impact-parameter space with an
attractive FSI, one expects that, in a semi-inclusive DIS
experiment, quarks with polarization up would be pref-
erentially ejected to the right, corresponding to a nega-
tive Boer-Mulders function. This result is again consis-
tent both with the Hermes and Compass experiments
[147, 148] and also with recent lattice QCD calculations
[149, 150].
8 Higher Twist PDFs
Higher twist PDFs do not have a simple parton interpreta-
tion as number densities or differences of number densities
but also involve multi parton correlations. However, some
of the correlations still have an intuitive interpretation as
a force [25].
The longitudinally polarized double-spin asymmetry in
DIS in the Bjorken limit is described by the twist-2 PDF
g1(x) which counts the quarks with spins parallel to the
nucleon minus spins anti-parallel. The twist-3 PDF g2(x)
only enters as a correction in 1Q2 . The situation is differ-
ent for the double-spin asymmetry for longitudinally po-
larized leptons and a transversely polarized target, where
g1(x) and g2(x) contribute equally. This allows for a clean
extraction of g2(x), which can be written as
g2(x) = g
WW
2 (x) + g¯2(x), (49)
where gWW2 (x) = −g1(x)+
∫ 1
x
dy
y g1(y) is called Wandzura-
Wilczek term. The quark-gluon correlation are contained
in g¯2(x). Using the QCD equations of motion one finds for
example that the first two moments of g¯2(x) vanish, while
d2 ≡ 3
∫ 1
0
dxx2g¯2(x) (50)
=
1
2MP+2Sx
〈P, S|ψ¯(0)γ+gG+x(0)ψ(0)|P, S〉,
i.e. a correlator between the quark density and the same
component of the gluon field strength tensor that provide
the final state interaction force. The only difference to the
FSIs in sect. 3 is that the field strength tensor appears only
at the same position as the quark fields, i.e. d2 embodies
the FSI force
Fy = −2M2d2 = −10GeV
fm
d2 (51)
for a nucleon polarized in the +xˆ direction, at the moment
immediately after the quark has absorbed the virtual pho-
ton. Using the same arguments that were used to predict
the sign of SSA, the signs of the deformation of quark
distributions in impact-parameter space can again be em-
ployed to find the direction of the force and hence d2. Fur-
thermore, one can also use the above result to estimate the
order of magnitude of d2. A known force is the QCD string
tension σ ∼ 1GeVfm . The anticipated force that results in
SSA should be significantly smaller than this value as the
SSA results from an incomplete cancellation of forces in
various directions and a value of ∼ 0.1GeVfm is a reasonable
order of magnitude for |Fy|. Because of the large prefactor
in (51) this implies a small numerical value |d2| ∼ 0.01.
The semi-classical connection discussed here between mo-
ments of higher-twist PDFs and average transverse forces
in DIS perhaps helps to shed some light on the fact that
the Wandzura-Wilczek approximation for g2 works so well
i.e. that g¯2(x) is so small [151,152]. Besides its x
2 moment
having to be small to yield a reasonable value for the force,
its x1 and x0 moments were already known to be vanishing
identically. Given that its first 3 moments of g¯2(x) either
vanish or are small, it is only reasonable that the whole
function is not very large.
Similar considerations can be made for the scalar twist
3 PDF e(x). Through a relation similar to eq. (51), its x2
moment can be related to the ’Boer-Mulders force’, i.e.
to the average transverse force that acts on a transversely
polarized quark in an unpolarized target.
The average transverse force acting on a transversely
polarized quark in a longitudinally polarized target has
to vanish due to parity. To be precise, it is the target
polarization dependent part that must vanish, as a Boer-
Mulders type force which is independent of the target po-
larization is still allowed. The absence of such an average
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LT-polarization dependent force is consistent with the fact
that for the third twist 3 PDF, i.e. for the twist 3 part of
hL(x), the x
2 moment also vanishes identically. However,
in this case one finds a simple physical interpretation for
its x3 moment as the average longitudinal gradient of the
transverse force acting on a transversely polarized quark
in a longitudinally polarized target [153].
For higher moments than those listed above, simple
interpretations have not yet been found.
9 Conclusions and perspectives
We reviewed the status of our understanding of nucleon
structure based on the modelling of different kinds of par-
ton distributions. We started from generalized transverse
momentum dependent parton distributions (GTMDs), which
are quark-quark correlators where the quark fields are
taken at the same light-cone time. They are connected
through specific limits or projections to generalized parton
distributions (GPDs) and transverse momentum depen-
dent parton distributions (TMDs), accessible in various
semi-inclusive and exclusive processes in the deep inelas-
tic kinematics. Through a Fourier transform of the GT-
MDs in the transverse space, one obtains Wigner distribu-
tions which represent the quantum-mechanical analogues
of the classical phase-space distributions. All these distri-
butions entail different and complementary information
about the quark dynamics inside the nucleon. Due to the
difficulty of solving QCD in the nonperturbative regime,
models are of utmost importance in the study of these
distributions. QCD inspired models often mimic isolated
features of the underlying theory, but are crucial for the
physical interpretation of the parton distributions and to
gain an intuitive physical picture that captures the essen-
tial mechanisms coming into play in deep inelastic scatter-
ing processes. Specific questions that we addressed in this
work are about the angular momentum structure of the
proton, the role of spin-orbit correlations of quarks in the
transverse-coordinate and transverse-momentum space, and
the mechanism of color forces acting on quarks in deep
inelastic scattering processes. In particular, we applied
the Wigner distributions to give a simple interpretation
of the difference between the Jaffe-Manohar and Ji or-
bital angular momentum of the quarks. We presented an
intuitive derivation of the Ji’s relation between the gen-
eralized parton distributions and the quark angular mo-
mentum. We discussed the role of final/initial state in-
teractions in deep inelastic processes, and we summarized
recent results on relating higher-twist parton distribution
functions to the transverse color forces acting on quarks
in deep-inelastic scattering. The resulting pictures for the
GPDs in impact-parameter space and TMDs in momen-
tum space have been confirmed by available lattice stud-
ies [139]. However, for a comprehensive spatial and mo-
mentum imaging of quark distributions from experimental
data, the information from the present measurements at
JLab, HERMES and COMPASS have to be supplemented
from the upcoming data from COMPASS [154], the 12
GeV JLab program [155] and the experimental program at
an EIC [156,157]. Exploratory lattice QCD studies are un-
der way to estimate not only the Sivers and Boer-Mulders
effect, but to calculate also the Jaffe-Manohar OAM. Fi-
nally, upcoming results from JLab experiments [158, 159]
will provide new information on higher-twist TMDs and
GPDs. In particular, from the measurements of twist-3
GPDs, it would be useful to extract experimental con-
straints on local correlation functions that could give use-
ful insights about the interpretation of the difference be-
tween the Ji and Jaffe-Manohar OAM in terms of local
torque, as presented in this work.
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